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PATROCLUS is under the Trojan wall . His body being carried off,
HECTOR and ZENEAS pursue the Greeks- to the fortificationfl
And in the eighteenth, upon ACHIL- LEScts appearing, they retire
and encamp without the fortifi- cation. IN the twentieth, the fight
is still on that fide next the sea, because the Trojans, being
pursued by ACHILLES, pass over the Scamander as they run
towards Troy . POPE seems surprised that HOMER has not
expressed the manner in which the armies passed the river. The
reason of his silence on that subject is easily explained. The
Scamander is but a rivulet about fifteen feet broad, and three
feet deepPope might have suspected this to be the reason, since
he has. himself very properly remarked, that the following
battles. are either in the river irsdf, or between that and the city.
How could an...
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Absolutely among the best book We have ever study. It is actually writter in easy words instead of hard to understand. I
found out this publication from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- K r istina  R ippin-- K r istina  R ippin

A fresh electronic book with a brand new perspective. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am
easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a composed pdf.
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